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Conceptmaps

● You have a blank skeleton map in front of you. This is the tool 
that ’s being used in the class. Predict some elements of student 
learning that would be visible from their completed maps. 



Conceptmaps

● Now you have four maps that four different students have 
completed

○ What  are some differences you not ice about the four maps?

○ What do you think students learn from making these maps?

○ How do you think students (could) use these maps?
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Using Concept  Maps to Teach Physiology

● Four year longitudinal study 

● First year anatomy and physiology

● Second year pathophysiology and pharmacology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We followed students through until they graduated from the 4 yr nursing program. Some came every year to be interviewed and talk about how they used the maps and developed their own. We conducted over 35 interviews. In first year A+P - concepts maps were introduced as an innovative approach to teach foundational physiological content  within the School of Nursing and Midwifery at MRU.A variety of active learning techniques were implemented that 1st year first year A+P course – online quizzes and lectures along with preconstructed concept maps which were mandatory – students got up to 5% of their overall course mark from completing them. They were marked for visible completeness, not content as they were considered to be the same as student notes and we never assess the quality of notes that students make.As students moved into 2nd year and the focus shifted to pathophysiology, pharmacology and nursing management of the patient the use of concept maps continued in Joanne’s class. 



Use of Concept  Maps Over the Four Years

● 1st yr - students used skeleton maps created by the A+P instructor. 

● 2nd yr - some students were creating their own and the practice 
has been adapted and extended formally by some Nursing 
instructors.

● 3rd-4th yrs - some students independently carry them forward, 
even using them to study for their national exam

Related studies: (Carr-Lopez et al., 2014; Gul et al, 2006) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1st yr skeleton maps were what we used in the workshop in Bergen. Some students continued to create these maps in later years on their ownI had always used maps in helping students who struggle with complex content. The yr 2 course I teach is Alterations in Health: Pathophysiology and Pharmacology and builds off first year A + P. When I started seeing some students come through my course using those maps, I met with Sarah and Michelle to see how I could bring mapping on through into and beyond my course. I always ask my students if they had used maps in A + P and while many had, a common theme I heard was that they didn’t know how to create them on their own. So I started to make maps that they could fill in and posted them for whomever wanted to use them. Word of mouth lent to more and more students using them.The maps used in yr 2 are organized in 2 different ways to try and appeal to more students. I have sent some copies to you. As students moved through the 2-4th years, some still need assistance. Many had not used them and when they were introduced to the maps in the later years of the program, the common question was – why weren’t we taught this in first year?In interveiws students told us that they review their concept maps as they move into new courses, “I have summarized them all for third year. It will help me refresh….I can pinpoint things to study before” they “lay them out and look at them...and make them cleaner”



What Do the Students Think?

We conducted 38 interviews of 26 participants. Twelve of these represent 
interviews of students we followed for 2-3 years. 

This presentation focuses on the interview data, answering the question:

What are the student perceptions of using the concept maps?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve been given permission from students to use their maps and collected from all 26 studentsWe’ve analyzed the interviews, and in relation to the concept maps there are 5 themes arising, which we will discuss with you with today. There’s a large body of literature supporting the use of concept maps and we will relate this to specific themes as a tapestry.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a blank concept map/skeleton map that students receive in first year A + PIt is actually the idea of chapter mapping where titles are taken directly from the textbook. All students get the same one for each chapter. I think there are about 18-20 of these used in 1st year A + P.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the same concept map, filled in. At the conference we were talking about “student artifacts” and those students that had more things like drawings, colour, sticky notes attached afterwards, etc.This represented a higher level of engagement with the material than just organization of data.



Theme 1 - Learning Throughout  the Term

The concept maps were a lot of work and they were really time 
consuming but I found I got that time back on the other side when I was 
studying for exams. I didn’t have to spend nearly as much time going 
back over things because everything was so condensed and already kind 
of laid out for me to review. So it helped me budget my time better 
because I don’t budget time, I am totally a person who crams so it 
totally forced me to review throughout the semester, but it definitely 
worked for me. (Participant 10)

Related studies: Hilbert et al (2008); Kaddoura et al (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students were learning bit by bit over the semester, and felt they didn’t have to cram before the exams. This is the behaviour that had been desired by instructors all along, but never achieved. As we know from learning theory, this behaviour leads to LONG TERM learning rather than simply storing memorized facts  in short term memory for as long as it takes to write the exam.Development - over time - of interpretation and analyzing skills that lead to critical thinking. (Kaddoura 2016)Hilbert talks about the beginner and the advanced learner, planning and controlling the improvement of the maps



Theme 2 - Making Connect ions 
Most of the chapters that we did in the beginning, some of the concepts 
were the same as to what we did in the last chapters, but I could, like, 
see the connections between them so I could remember them. 

I think it definitely influenced the way that I link ideas together. 
(Participant 15)

Related studies: Schwendimann (2015);  D’Antoni, et al (2010), Kaddoura et al (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making the connections and seeing relationships between data is what creates understanding.Students with domain knowledge from A+P were able to build on that prior learning for deeper understanding and retention.



Theme 3 - Memorizing vs. Knowing

When I was going into university, thinking that I just needed cue cards, 
like I can memorize values, no problem. But trying to remember why 
the values are that way, made the difference, which is why concept 
maps are helpful because it wasn’t about memorizing, it was about 
actually knowing. You had to put things down that you knew, so I think 
that in all, it probably kept me in nursing school. (Participant 1)

Related studies: Schwendimann (2015);  Taylor et al (2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We frequently heard this in the interviews – they knew they needed to understand… they had to go beyond memorizing for an exam. Many students come into the program with very good marks  but they struggle with the volume and complexity so they start “studying bad harder”….. Using strategies that might have worked in high school….but aren’t working as well in university.  Learning to use concept mapping helped them make that change to cluster and engage with data/content in a way that made sense to them



Theme 4 - Long term retent ion
Because I still remembered stuff from Bio it made Pathopharm much easier by 
a large margin. He would mention something and I would be like, ‘Oh yeah, I 
remember that system! I see how this works now!’ 

Because I had such a hard time learning that material, I remember drawing it 
out on the map, and I remembered the process! (Participant 3)

Once I would read them (the maps), it’s like everything snapped back. I mean, 
it really shows that I did truly understand it. (Participant 1)

Related studies: Dhindsa et al. (2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"All these things that they give us to study - the wordiness was so difficult that I never actually fully understood the concept. So I can’t remember what happens if you have Crohn’s, but I could look back and have it right there, the main points, what was going on with it, and how it related to other things”. "A way that you can easily refer back to”Students often referred to being able to recall material from maps that they had made in previous courses. Especially when they came across the content at a higher level. They interacted with that material differently and appreciated the artifacts that they had created.They had already done the work when they created the map – that content had worked through their brain – their way of thinking. Now they could reap the benefit of that work – all the content grouped together.



Theme 5  - Would recommend to others

In the first year, I had no idea what I was doing when I was studying and 
I think that’s the case for a lot of students ...I mean, if it’s possible, I 
would definitely implement them starting first year. (Participant 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cannot find article addressing this specifically but we hear it frequently in the interviews. I think that the fact that this kind of comment is evident in our study - there is new knowledge to the topic. Vast majority of articles that mention student feedback on use of maps as kind of negative – “too much work, not enough time”. I have yet to read that students wish this was started in first year - there is mention of beginner vs advanced - but not through the student voice. Yet we hear it frequently from students that “everybody should use them”



Theme 5 - Would recommend to others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a survey of 220 2nd year nursing students:74% of students who used maps in 1st and/or 2nd year felt that maps should be built into 3rd year.65% of students who did not use maps still felt they should be built in to 3rd year.It is like the idea is out there in the student body that they are beneficial to most students whether they used them or not.



As soon as I finished the map, the next class I went to she would ask us 
questions and stuff and it was like, ‘I know that! Awesome! I learned 
something!’ So it was exciting. Especially in comparison to last terms 
when I would go to class and still be confused about what I learned, it 
was like, ‘Oh my God! I know the answers!’ (Participant 13)

Related studies: Hilbert et al (2008)

Theme 6 - Surprise at  Having Learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delightful how surprised they were that they had actually learned something – it was very fun to watch them make the connectionI: Okay. So how did you find you did marks-wise compared to last semester?R: Marks-wise, better. Understanding, a hundred percent. Like I feel I didn’t get … I don’t want to say I didn’t get anything from 1220 (A+P) last semester because I did, but my understanding (in 1221) is a lot, like I can tell you what I learned - whereas 1220 (A+P) was memorize for the test and done, if that makes sense?



Impl icat ions for Pract ice….
● Need for ‘forced’ structure  in the early years of program. Students st ill need guidance in second year. 

● Much of the literature points to consistent use of concept maps and the importance of moving students from 
beginner - with samples provided and feedback given - to advanced proficiency in not only using maps in early 
years, but helping them to eventually move to creat ing their own maps in a format that makes sense to them.

● Within MRU Nursing, resources provided to faculty to develop beginner mapping in the early years and 
ongoing support  for students throughout the program through regular drop-in teaching sessions.

● Uptake from students who have further guidance/support  is high and has dramatically altered the trajectory 
of their understanding of complex material and their success in the program.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need for ‘forced’ structure - students need some guidance still in the second year. Much of the literature points to consistent use of cmaps and the importance of moving students from beginner - with samples provided and feedback given -  to advanced proficiency in not only using maps in early years, but helping them to eventually move to creating their own maps in a format that makes sense to them.  Within MRU Nursing, that means providing resources to faculty to develop beginner mapping in the early years and ongoing support for students throughout the program through regular drop-in teaching sessions.Uptake from students who have further guidance/support is high and has dramatically altered the trajectory of their understanding of complex material.The learning theory holds.Continue to use this strategy.
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Presentation Notes
Chen, S., Liang, T., Lee, M., Liao, I. (2011). Effects of concept mapping teaching on student’scritical thinking and approach to learning and studying. 



Conceptmaps
● What is your opinion about the use of conceptmapsin our Pharmacy 

curriculum?
- What are the benefits/disadvantages for students?
- What are the benefits/disadvantages for teachers?

● How could we use conceptmaps in our Pharmacy curriculum?
- Requirements, Contex, …….

● How could we use conceptmapsto study the learning of our students?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ook de andere conceptmaps geven, van jaar 2 en 3. 
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